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elcome back to in-person
teaching! For so many of us, we
have spent the past year to
eighteen months in virtual or hybrid
experiences uncertain of when we would be
able to gain some normalcy. Navigating this
new frontier of hybrid and online learning in
an artform that thrives on community has
definitely been a challenge. So, getting back
to in person music making has been a
delightful change. Yet even in the face of the
COVID crisis, MassACDA has continued to
provide virtual experiences for our membership that embrace our mission of peace &
justice, diversity & inclusion, advocacy, as
well as, mentorship.
Membership Drive
The Fall Membership Drive launched
September 15 and will run through November 15. We have been very intentional in our
pursuit of offering several initiatives to
encourage non-ACDA members to join our
MassACDA membership. We are pleased to
offer these 2021 Membership initiatives:
For a second year we will sponsor our
Educator Membership Grant Initiative.
Applications are available at massacda.org,
and the grant serves to encourage nonmembers in three categories to join:
a. New Black, Indigenous, and People of
Color (BIPOC) Members
b. Directors experiencing financial
hardship due to COVID-19
c. First-timers joining from around the
state
Visit this link to apply for a free membership!

October 2021

New Collegiate Chapter Initiative is a new
initiative for college professors to encourage
them to start new ACDA Student Chapters
at their School. Directors who start a new
chapter, and have at least two students join
ACDA during the fall 2021 membership
drive, will receive a complimentary
membership for one year. And the new or
reinstated chapter will receive a seed grant in
the amount of $200.
Refer a Friend is another new initiative as
well. We need help encouraging nonmembers to join. Any current member, during the
membership drive, who refers two people to
join ACDA during the fall 2021 will receive
a complimentary membership for one year.
Student memberships: MassACDA has 40
scholarships ($10 each) that will allow
students to join ACDA for $5 through
December 31. It will return to $15 after that
time. Directions for submissions by directors/professors can be found here:
https://acda.org/membership-central/
individual-membership/
It is our hope that these initiatives will
encourage diversifying our membership, and
give further access to this professional
organization to our choral colleagues across
the state.
Virtual Summer Conference 2021
This summer, MassACDA presented a 2Day Virtual Summer Conference held on
Monday & Tuesday, July 12-13. The
conference provided a variety of events

https://forms.gle/BpHhVTR2fwPSWic77
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 8)
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his past year and a half has been a time of
honest and personal reflection. Amidst so
many life changes, both personal and
musical, I found myself asking these questions in
my head:
1. What will I take away from this period of
time?
2. Why is music-making important to me?
3. What goals of mine are non-negotiable?
4. What is my place in the world?

October 2021

where I had a few teachers who looked like me.
They intentionally sought me out and stayed on
top of me and my peers. They wanted us to be
successful. This was something I took for granted,
never realizing the significance of seeing a music
educator who looked like me, until I went to
college. I instantly gravitated towards my POC
peers, even if we had nothing in common. We
could count the POC population on our hands,
and that number became even smaller among the
faculty.

I imagine that this last question is a difficult one to answer no
matter what stage of life you are in… it’s a loaded question to
ask in the first place, but once it entered my head, I could not
get my mind off of it.

As I continued through music education, most of my
classmates dropped the major; being an educator was my
goal, I questioned: Are there others out there who are doing choral
music? I looked up to my female faculty first, for at least I
identified with them to some extent, but I snatched any
Before the events of last summer, everyday was the same. I
opportunity I could get to observe other choral educators of
woke up as a black woman and went to sleep as a black
color. If I couldn’t meet them directly, I did research. I was
woman, carrying the expectations, stereotypes, and the urge
lucky to be just a few minutes away from Dr. Lynnel Joy
to “prove them wrong.” While that fact is left unchanged, I
Jenkins, to observe Dr. Rollo Dillworth, and later discover
also became an informant of all things inclusive and “the co- conductors like Jason Holmes, Rosephanye Powell, Dr.
signer” for what was offensive, and what was not, for my non Anthony Trecek King, and Josephine Lee. They became my
-black colleagues this past summer.
heroes. Seeing them reaffirmed for me that my goals of being
a choral conductor were not only achievable but realistic.
Being “a source of all things related to black culture” to my
colleagues was the last thing I wanted. I knew I wanted to
Share Your Story But Listen With Intent To Others.
be someone recognized not for who I am on the outside So far, I have taught in places where I am the rarity and not
but for what I love to do the most: working with kids
the majority. I started at a new school this year, and like many
and young adults as they define for themselves what
of you, started school virtually. My presence spoke a lot to
music-making means for them. I also felt the urge “to
students of color and also to students who are not of color.
make room on the path” for other teachers of color just as
Many of my students had never had a teacher who looked
other educators made it possible for me.
like me. I had middle schoolers staring at their screens with

So, I rephrased the question for the last time: What is my
place in the world as a black, female music educator?
Throughout the summer, I reflected on my time as an
educator and revisited experiences that were meaningful for
me as a teacher of color. I walked into the new school year
set on finding an answer. In a year that live music felt like it
was in a long intermission, I had some time.
This is my story.
Seeing IS Believing.
One of the most visceral ways I realized my place as an
educator this past year was by being present in the room
from the start. I benefited from growing up in a community

raised eyebrows of confusion and intrigue. Some questions
were about where their previous teacher had gone, others
about my identity. “There hasn’t been a music teacher who’s
looked like you before,” they often said at the beginning of
the year. For my non-black students, I could be one of the
only teachers of color they had in the district. I used that
opportunity to build relationships with students, to be open
with them on questions they had, to stump their assumptions,
and to share music and common purpose and being.
Just as I received a boost of support by discovering and
observing other conductors/educators of color, I wanted to
recreate that opportunity for my students by encouraging
storytelling. As a black female, I could relate visibly to
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 3)
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Become a stranger in various spaces; be a visitor.

only so many students, but through sharing stories, students
had a chance to connect with something a little deeper. When
a middle schooler is comfy, they just love to talk. What first
started out as stories about their weekends evolved into
stories about how they coped with the pandemic, and how
they discovered singing and music they enjoyed. As intense
conversations about various social topics occurred, in light of
definitive social events throughout the year, there can be
room sometimes to only see someone for what you cannot
agree on or what you hear at home/from your peers. I
benefited just as much from hearing my students stories and
perspectives. While the majority of students in my district are
white, there is also a considerably large Asian and Southeast
Asian population as well. In some of the emails I was lucky to
receive from students, one message said: “Because of your
story, I feel less weird about sharing mine. Thank you.”

My takeaway from this address was to enter someone’s space
as a person (or when it comes to viewing their art, as solely a
visitor). When you’re not focused on being in the forefront,
you actually witness and learn from the person or the space
that you are entering. So, be a stranger in POC spaces—be
a “stranger” to your POC colleagues and your POC students.
No assumptions, no interjections… merely a passenger who
is along for the ride. In a period where making music was the
last thing our students wanted to do (even though they
wanted it badly), I had the chance to be a stranger in their
conversations more often than I could with concert dates on
the calendar… The former is worth so much more. Also,
reach out to your teaching artists—not every music educator
of color is certifiable by a degree. They are teaching artists,
community leaders and specialists. They specialize in all the
different forms of music that you have been wanting to get
into your classrooms but maybe don’t know how yet.

What Is My Place In The World If I Am NOT
A Teacher Of Color?
I recently attended a workshop this summer where Melissa
Ngan was the keynote speaker. She is a music leader based in
Chicago, and she shared a few stories about her personal and
artistic journey with us. One particularly stuck with me:

My perspective is just one story. While I may share similarities with some of my other colleagues, this one is unique to
me. I implore you seek out new stories this school year, while
also reflecting on your own story. This year is a year of
revival, unlearning, and renewal.

A

s we all begin our school years
·
and many of us are looking
towards revamping our curriculums and repertoire lists, we at
MassACDA wanted to remind everyone ·
of our Diversity Mission Statement.
On our website, we have many resources that may help and guide you in ·
your work. Since our mission statement
was published, many people have
already reached out with additional resources to add, and I
·
encourage you all to continue to do so. We are grateful for
anything you can provide and want to continue to make our
work in this regard a state-wide collaboration. In addition, as
we look at our MassACDA events for this upcoming year, we
would like to reiterate our commitment to diversity,
equity, and inclusion in our organization in order to
continue to hold ourselves accountable.
The Massachusetts American Choral Directors Association is
committed to several initiatives in regards to diversity, equity,
and inclusion as it pertains to the following areas of our
organization:

Membership: We are committed to increasing our membership to include more teachers, conductors and singers of color
and from areas of our state less represented in our organization
to date.
Mentorship/networking: We are committed to creating a
network of teachers, conductors, and singers willing to
volunteer their time to serve as mentors for new teachers and
collegiate students.
Events: We are committed to re-imagining our regular events
while also encouraging participation from more teachers,
conductors, and singers of color leading us to learn about and
hear various experiences and perspectives.
Resources: We are committed to providing resources for our
membership regarding diversity, equity and inclusion comprising of:
Þ Repertoire lists including a number of works from
composers of diverse backgrounds and works beyond
those of the Western classical idiom.
Þ Databases to explore music of composers of diverse
backgrounds.
Þ Media such as articles, blogs, podcasts, interviews,
books, and virtual events on the subject of diversity in
the choral realm.
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everal years ago, I tasked the
student leadership of the Wellesley
College Choir to write a mission
statement for the group. It is the practice
of many community based and professional choirs to have a prominent
mission statement, defining and distinguishing themselves from other likeminded ensembles. Forming a mission
statement can be an extended process,
especially when seeking input from a sizable membership. Indeed, it took the better part of a year to craft the
message. I emphasized that a mission statement would help
us position our values and be useful in making decisions
when faced with new challenges. I maintain it has served us
well.

October 2021

In addition to the feminist model, de Quadros determines at
least four additional types of women’s choruses, the first
being a choir with no particular political or social orientation,
successors of the European tradition. A second type makes
gender a central determinant but doesn’t necessarily align
with a progressive missions; womanhood and shared aspirations, but not struggle or activism. A third category would be
choirs with religious affiliations, and the fourth type exists to
preserve culture and traditional repertoire for women, often
nationalistic or folkloric, such as choirs found in Latvia,
Bulgaria, and Ukraine. I would add that collegiate women’s
choruses sometimes are hybrids of these various determinants, with the educational purpose of course being central.

How does a mission statement shape the identity of a choir? Let’s
consider the example of Vox Femina, a women’s ensemble
from the Los Angeles area, founded by their conductor Iris
The statement that the students generated put membership Levine. Here is the mission statement as it appears on their
experience and the promotion of excellence as touchstones of website:
the organization. Just a few years later, it likely should be
MISSION: VOX Femina Los Angeles gives women voice through
updated and improved upon, especially with such a lifethe performance of quality choral literature. Diverse in culture, age, race,
changing couple of years we have all just experienced. As I
was thinking this over, I was struck by the fact that women’s belief and sexual identity, we are a chorus committed to commissioning
choirs seem to be leaders in social justice and activist causes, new works and raising awareness about issues that affect us as a family
of women. Through music, we aim to create a world that affirms the
not exclusively by any means, but noticeably so. In doing a
worth and dignity of every person.
brief survey of mission statements from some women’s
choirs across the country, the themes of excellence, diversity
Iris Levine and I had a wonderful Zoom interview where I
in repertoire, and inclusivity resound.
had the opportunity to learn more about her philosophy and
perspective on women’s choirs and purpose. Approaching
To explore these motifs further, I reached out to my friend
André de Quadros, whose recent book, Focus: Chorus Music in twenty five years as founder and director of Vox Femina,
Global Perspective, examines themes of identity through choral Levine has an established vantage point of what it means to
music. He remarked on the linkage between women’s choral foster a culture of pride and belonging. For her, social justice
organizations and the women’s movement in the latter 20th and feminist values have been central to her own core and
century, which have grown together in tandem. In chapter 10 that of the ensemble’s raison d'être. Levine champions the
position of telling “our story in our voice.” She explained,
of his book, titled Claiming Voice, Ending Silence: Women in
“Vox is a community that supports each other, and makes a
Choral Leadership, de Quadros notes that “Many [women’s
difference.” Her singers experience a great sense of pride
choirs] have embraced the opportunity to build strong and
alternative choral practices, pioneering empowering, sensitive, through their performances and the connection they have to
one another.
community-based, and activist modes of musical collaboration” (p. 183). This certainly resonates with my experience, as
does a following assertion that, “Women’s choirs organized
around gender identity have been infused with imperatives
stemming from sexual identity, lesbian affinity, woman’s
cultural assertions, motherhood, and other traditional
identities.”

Another facet of Vox’s mission is fostering the continuum of
singing opportunities for girls and women, starting
from children's choirs, to high school, creating a through-line
to collegiate and community choirs. Choirs are naturally a
place where one develops a sense of self, one’s values and
associations; Vox’s commitment to supporting the growth of
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 5)
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Many contemporary choruses such as Vox Femina, the
outstanding Canadian choir Elektra, and the professional
a singer from girlhood through adulthood appears to be one group Lorelei have been consistent contributors of commisway of realizing their purpose. As the umbrella expands,
sions to the literature. Being a part of the creative process is
many groups are creating more inclusive language to welcome an experience that Iris Levine recommends, after forty
transwomen, non-binary and traditionally underrepresented
collaborations with composers and the establishment of
populations. Diversity, Equity and Inclusion (DEI) initiatives consortium projects, bringing unparalleled thrills to her
are being created to meet the demand that our country’s
group. She still sees the value in performing traditional,
reckoning with racism requires.
historical repertoire, out of the respect and credibility that
results from doing that and new works masterfully. But the
Once a chorus’ identity is established, it very much informs
works that resonate with their mission of activism drive
and is inseparable from repertoire selection. Many of the
Levine’s passion. Challenged once by a chorister asking,
mission statements I surveyed prioritized the promotion of
“Shouldn’t we just be entertaining our audience?” Levine’s
“diverse” repertoire, as well as “adventurous”
answer was a resounding, “no.” She wants her audiences to
and “challenging.” Even a cursory review of music for
be educated, and given the opportunity to grow.
women’s choirs establishes the relatively late development of
literature in comparison to the SATB treasury. Women were The opportunity to inspire singers and audiences with music
forbidden to sing in church for centuries, save convents and that supports a greater principle, but delivers artistically, has
with the noted exception of the girls in the 17th century
great traction in today’s arena. Globalization of choral music
Venetian ospedali scene. The choirs of men and boys enjoyed has introduced a large alternative outside the traditional
the lion’s share of choral music until the 19th century, when canon, as de Quadros discusses at length in Choral Music in
the blossoming of music written for women occurred away
Global Perspective. With the appropriate scholarship and
from the church. The cultural and political temperature of the representation, conductors can share in cultural traditions
early 1800’s in what is referred to as the Romantic Era, led to from around the world, engaging with stories women have
greater freedom and the rise of the middle class, prompting a told for centuries. Nothing has brought this more to the fore
wealth of amateur choirs. This is not to say that there aren't
than a pandemic, when choirs increasingly became a global
marvelous examples of women’s choral music of historical
community through virtual collaborations. Wellesley College
nature, but in comparison, the catalogue is thinner. Partsongs Choir spent transformative sessions with Village Harmony
by Schumann, Schubert, and Brahms dominate the canon,
and their wonderful teachers of Ukrainian and South African
with a turn towards secular poetry, folksong adaptations, and traditions via the internet this past year, in addition to
some sacred works. Britten, Vaughan Williams, and Kodály
sessions with The Swingles (from the UK), Roomful of Teeth
contributed similarly in the early part of the 20th century.
(scattered throughout the US), Artemisia Trio (Chicago area),
our own Felicia Barber (Westfield State College), composer
With a late arrival on the scene, and with arguably limited
Ēriks Ešenvalds (Latvia), and Cambridge Common Voices
depth and diversity, the choral resources for women’s voices (across the Charles). The same crisis that isolated us also
were hungry for expansion as we entered the 20th century.
brought us unprecedented global and local connections.
While the marvelous works of mostly European male
composers were still a staple, women’s choirs began to
Commissioning projects are burgeoning and more funding is
stretch in different directions, driven in part by a “reckoning being cultivated to supplement the paucity of orchestral
with the repertoire of the past” (de Quadros, p. 184) prompt- works for women’s choirs. It is an exciting time to celebrate
ed by a more feminist worldview. A relatively recent example this fertile ground. At the intersection of identity, mission,
was the commissioning series created by the Cornell Univer- and art, each of these aspects can be magnified and elevated
sity Chorus, titled “No Whining, No Flowers.” In 2003, their by the other. How can crafting your own mission statement energize
conductor Scott Tucker founded the initiative, primarily out your own organization? Wellesley’s answer in 2018 was this:
of frustration with an abundance of pieces that consistently
associated femininity with victimhood or decorativeness,
The Wellesley College Choir provides students with the opportunity to
primarily with male-authored texts and music. His response
sing in a leading ensemble, to achieve musical enrichment, to establish
was to start commissioning works by women, with lyrics by
personal growth, and to partake in a supportive and inclusive communiwomen, for women. Sixteen or more works later, the series
ty. We foster positive relationships while practicing and performing
offers dimension, humor and inspiration on a different level. challenging repertoire. This is reinforced by our commitment to touring
I can personally attest to the very popular reception from my domestically and internationally making our travels an integral part of
students of two of these works- “Song of Perfect Propriety” the choir experience.
by Carol Barnett, and “Why I Pity the Woman Who Never
Spills” by Elizabeth Alexander.
Three years later, is it time to reexamine our statement? Does
it continue to reflect our values? Our aspirations? After a year
or more of singing apart, now is the time to affirm what truly
brings us together.
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ompelling and appropriate
repertoire is foundational to
the success of any choir.
There are as many ways of searching
for and selecting repertoire as there
are choral directors, and no one
method is “correct.” Publisher and
sheet music seller websites, recordings of other ensembles, word of
mouth, ACDA repertoire lists (if
you’ll excuse the plug on behalf of all of my fellow R&R
chairs!)—these can all be excellent and helpful resources
when it comes to finding repertoire. Still, many of us have
found ourselves stuck in a rut at some point in the programming process, and expanding our list of repertoire resources
can be a great solution. Below are a few tools that may be
helpful when you’re searching for new works and composers.
These resources are listed roughly in order from most choralfocused to most general. Happy searching!
Choir Alberta’s Choral Music Composed by Canadian
Women Project
Canada-based Choir Alberta has created a website featuring
30 Canadian women who compose choral music. Each
composer has a separate page including biography, selected
works with descriptions and programming suggestions, and
links to recordings and performances. The site lists composers both alphabetically by last name as well as geographically.
This resource is free (although donations are accepted), easy
to navigate, and thoughtfully designed to help with practical
programming considerations.
http://www.composedbycanadianwomen.ca/

October 2021

Chorosynthesis’ Empowering Silenced Voices Database
One of the newest choral databases online, the Empowering
Silenced Voices database focuses on “high-quality, new,
socially conscious choral music for all skill levels and ages.” It
is owned and managed by Seattle-based professional ensemble Chorosynthesis and is growing quickly.
http://chorosynthesis.org/esvdatabase
Institute for Composer Diversity Choral Diversity
Database
The Institute for Composer Diversity (ICD) aims to foster
the discovery and performance of music written by composers from underrepresented groups. As part of this work, ICD
maintains a set of free resources including a database of
choral composers and their music. The database has grown
rapidly in recent months and continues to expand, and it
offers a particularly robust set of search criteria including
difficulty level, voicing, genre, length, and detailed accompaniment and composer search parameters. When possible,
entries for individual pieces also include links to audio and
video recordings. It’s worth noting that the database does not
necessarily aim to include each composer’s full choral output,
so it can also be helpful as a way to guide further repertoire
exploration. https://www.composerdiversity.com/choraldiversity-database
The Living Composers Project

The Living Composers Project is a free database of composers working across many styles and genres. Composers are
searchable by last name and also by country of origin, which
can be especially helpful for programming searches focused
Muziksea
on particular parts of the world. Most composers have a
separate page listing on the database website which includes a
Muziksea is a digital choral music publisher based in Singabiography, works list, and, in some cases, contact information
pore and featuring composers and arrangers from throughout
and personal website. Because this database does not focus
Southeast Asia. As of this writing, the company includes
specifically on choral music, it may take a bit more time to
works by more than 50 composers. Browse through individuexplore than some of the other resources above. However, it
al composer pages to read biographies and see featured
has a large number of composers listed and the geographical
works, or search repertoire by genre, voicing, language, or
focus sets it apart as well. http://www.composers21.com/
accompaniment. All music is available digitally. Muziksea also
offers digital access to lectures and other events on topics
related to Southeast Asian choral music, making this an
excellent all-around resource. https://www.muziksea.com/
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JOIN US IN BOSTON THIS FEBRUARY!

-

-
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Exciting news from the desk of our MassACDA president!
Dr. Barber’s first book will be released by Rowman & Littlefield on October 15.

A New Perspective for the Use of Dialect in African American Spirituals: History,
Context, and Linguistics investigates the use of the African American English (AAE) dia-

lect in the musical genre of the spiritual. The book traces the history of the dialect, its use in
early performance practice, and the sociolinguistic impact of the AAE dialect in the United
States. Along with a synopsis of research on the use of dialect in spirituals from the past century, the book also identifies the phonological and grammatical features identified in early
practice. The project represents years of research on the use of AAE dialect within the text
of spirituals, and in addition to the findings, gives practical recommendations for application
for both conductors and performers alike.
Join the book’s launch at Westfield State University on October 29 from 5:00-7:00pm
(see www.westfield.ma.edu/music ).
Ordering Information:
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781793635341/A-New-Perspective-for-the-Use-of-Dialect-in-African-American-Spirituals-HistoryContext-and-Linguistics

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1)

Eastern Division ACDA Conference
The upcoming Eastern Division ACDA Conference
including interest sessions, reading sessions, and concert
entitled Resonate, will be held February 9-12, 2022. You will
sessions. We were excited to bring knowledgeable researchers experience presentations from top choral clinicians as well as
and clinicians from across our state to present sessions on the performing ensembles from across the northeast at this
following topics: "Real Talk" in the Choral Rehearsal,
event. Several of our colleagues and friends from MassachuIntroducing Gospel Music into your Choral Program,
setts will be featured as presenters and with their performing
Rounds Make the World Go Love!, Marginalized Masterpiec- ensembles as well.
es: Works by BIPOC Composers Before 1800 That We
Should All Know, A Conducting Review, and Feldenkrais as Upcoming MassACDA Events for 2022 Include:
Self-Care for Conductors and Singers. Along with interest
MassACDA Collegiate Conference – Saturday, February 26, 2022
sessions, we provided two reading sessions featuring SSA & MassACDA Big Sings Conference- March TBD
TTBB music and K-12 Literature; as well as two concerts
MassACDA Summer Conference – July 10-13, 2022
Featuring Guest Clinicians – Dr. André Thomas and Dr. Judy Bowers
featuring Boston Children's Chorus, Boston City Singers
and the Handel & Haydn Youth Choruses, and the
We will continue to keep you updated on upcoming events.
professional ensemble Skylark for our second concert
This past year’s experiences have caused much reflection on
session. We had a wonderful turn out and sessions are
pedagogy, purpose, and practice. We are excited to share our
available for all participants until the end of the year.
upcoming events with the Massachusetts membership and
want to encourage all members to sign up and engage in these
Governor Baker has placed policies regarding school activities in the hands of individual school districts. Due to various opportunities for professional growth.
policies regarding field trips, and uncertainty of student
Make sure that you check out our website at
participation, the MassACDA High School Festival has
www.massacda.org for further details and registration
been postponed until Fall of 2022.
information. Please do not hesitate to reach out with questions, concerns, or ideas.
If you have any questions or concerns, please contact our
High School R&R Chair, Andrew Scoglio.
Even in the time of isolation, let’s continue to find ways
to SHARE and CONNECT!
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Northern Harmony leading Williston students in a South African traditional song.
(Photo courtesy of Dennis Crommett, Williston Northampton School)

October 2021

Northern Harmony Fall 2021 Singers
(Photo courtesy of Larry Gordon)

This September, NORTHERN HARMONY, a sub-group of Village Harmony, visited western Massachusetts. They facilitated singing workshops with high school students by exploring diverse music of many traditions. Director Larry Gordon
and his team are world music champions, masterfully teaching melodies, harmonies, movement, and culture through singing.
TESTIMONIALS:
“It's been our pleasure to host Northern Harmony for annual workshops with our singers. Not only are they a great performing ensemble with a passion for sharing world music, but each of the singers is a skilled teacher. They really know how
to work with students joyfully and effectively. Our kids always love working with them. The songs they've taught us, whether
from South Africa, Georgia, Bulgaria, or the U.S., ring in our building literally for years.”
Kayla Werlin, Longmeadow High School (Longmeadow, MA)
"Our recent workshop with Village Harmony was an incredible, joyful experience. In our time together, we learned songs
from Bulgaria, Georgia, South Africa, and the shape note tradition in the United States. Village Harmony took special care to
teach these songs authentically, informed by their time working with and learning from artists in these places. The generosity
of spirit and commitment of the singer-teachers in the group encouraged full-throated participation from everyone present.
My students left the workshop feeling more connected to each other, and excited to learn more about music from these
unique singing cultures."
Todd Fruth, Amherst Regional High School (Amherst, MA)
“Northern Harmony established a strong tone starting off our academic year. These master teachers and musicians offered
repertoire from a variety of cultures, languages, and styles that encouraged my students to take reasonable risks and sing
boldly. In a time when diversity, equity, and inclusion has boosted our educational experiences, Northern Harmony truly
approaches music making and connection from empathy. Singers authentically nurtured and encouraged my students to
jump right into rehearsals and performance. Their teaching was concise and accessible, reinvigorating my students' aural
memory and showing them that singing is both intellectual and artistic. We are excited to host them again soon!”

Colin Mann, Williston Northampton School (Easthampton, MA)
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ou are undoubtedly familiar with
the importance of self-care, such
as getting enough rest, drinking
plenty of water, eating a balanced diet,
and exercising. But somatic education
offers a new perspective on how we can
care for ourselves and our singers. The
field of somatics, a term coined by
Thomas Hanna, focuses on the internal,
lived experience of the body or soma.
Examples of somatic education include
the Feldenkrais Method, Alexander Technique, and Bodymind centering.

as a part of the choral rehearsal. To my surprise, students
enjoyed the lessons and I began to see changes in how they
sang.

The Feldenkrais Method was developed by Moshe Feldenkrais (1904-1984), an Israeli physicist, engineer, and judo
expert, who faced a serious knee injury that prevented him
from walking. Instead of undergoing surgery, Feldenkrais
studied how humans learn to move and explored his own
movement habits. Through systematic self-exploration, he
was not only able to regain his ability to walk but he discovered the conditions under which humans learn and subsequently created a unique method that bears his name. In
short, the purpose of the Feldenkrais Method is to develop
The aim of somatic education is to improve the function of
awareness of ourselves that in turn can improve the quality of
our senses so that we are more aware of how we use ourwhat we do in life. Feldenkrais understood that human beings
selves in all aspects of our life. For example, if you tense your have unlimited potential for improvement and intuited
shoulders when you are stressed, over time you may become what neuroscientists refer to as brain plasticity or neuroplasunaware of this until your shoulders are sore and hurt. You
ticity, the ability of our brain to change and form neural
may wonder why your shoulders hurt, but may not be able to pathways for learning.
recognize this unconscious habit. Similarly, if you habitually
clench or hold in your abdomen, your breathing will become He developed two forms of his Method: Awareness Through
restricted, and eventually, you may feel anxious for no
Movement (ATM) and Functional Integration (FI). In ATM,
apparent reason. Fortunately, participation in somatic
a Feldenkrais teacher verbally guides students through a
education can help educate us about our internal bodily
sequence of movements of a particular
experiences, so that we can better recognize that which is
function, such as rolling and walking. In FI, the Feldenkrais
serving us and that which needs to be changed.
practitioner uses gentle touch to guide a student in a one-onone lesson. Both forms help participants make perceptual
My personal journey with the Feldenkrais Method began
distinctions and lead to neuroplastic changes in sensing,
when I was an undergraduate piano major at Ithaca College. I feeling, moving, and thinking.
had developed performance-related tendonitis and carpal
tunnel symptoms in my left hand and arm. After pursuing
In order to experience this type of somatic self-care, I invite
traditional medical care and physical therapy, I recovered
you to take approximately 20 minutes to do the following self
enough from the initial injury, but I was unable to play the
-directed ATM lesson. In this lesson that I adapted from
piano without pain. What was missing was re-education that Relaxercise created by Feldenkrais practitioner trainers David
would help me to use myself more effectively to avoid reZemach-Bersin and Mark Reese, you will sense and feel how
injuring myself. I was fortunate enough to have met Carol
you move while exploring the movements of turning.
McAmis, who was a Feldenkrais Practitioner, and after three
one-on-one Feldenkrais lessons, I was back to playing the
To get the most out of this lesson, move slowly, reduce
piano without pain. It took several years to fully integrate this effort, do only what is easy and pleasurable, pause between
new knowledge so that I no longer experienced pain while
each movement, rest frequently, and direct your attention
playing. But the experience made a significant impact on my while moving. Please sit in a chair with a firm, flat surface (as
understanding of the body and how human beings learn.
opposed to an office chair with padding and wheels). Read
each step of the lesson one at a time, then close your eyes and
A number of years later, while teaching choral music in public observe yourself as you move. Repeat for each step until you
schools, I began to realize that my students lacked the
come to the end of the lesson. Remember to follow the
necessary awareness in order to make lasting changes in their conditions for learning discussed earlier.
singing performance. So eventually, I pursued the professional training program and became a certified Feldenkrais
Practitioner in 2006. From that point on, I taught my
students Feldenkrais Awareness through movement lessons
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 11)
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back, head, and shoulder are turning slightly to the right.

As a result of doing the lesson, you may notice that you turn 8. Simultaneously, move your left kneed forward slowly,
your head more smoothly, sit more erect in your chair,
while turning your entire upper body to the right. Repeat
breathe more expansively, and feel calmer and more centered.
this a few times. Notice that you get a little taller as your
Whatever you notice will provide useful information about
turn. Exhale as you turn so your chest can be flexible.
yourself.
Feel how your pelvis moves a little as you turn and how
moving your left knee forward improves your ability to
1. Sit comfortably toward the front of your chair. Have
turn. Stop and rest. Feel how your left shoulder and left
both feet flat on the floor and spread about hip-width
side of your neck and lower back are more relaxed.
apart so your knees are above your ankles. Rest your
hands in your lap. Take a few moments to observe how 9. Repeat steps two through eight, turning to the left. When
you are sitting. Observe the contact of your pelvis and
reading the directions, switch ‘right’ for ‘left’ and ‘left for
buttocks with the chair. Observe all along your spine,
‘right’. After completing this, continue with the rest of
feeling the back of your pelvis, lower back, middle and
the lesson.
upper back, neck, and head. Observe your shoulders and
your arms. Finally, observe your breathing. What moves 10. Move your left knee forward very slightly, while slowly
as you inhale and exhale?
turning your entire upper body to the right. Then return–
go through the starting position–and move your right
2. Slowly turn your upper body, as if to look to the right a
knee forward, while slowly turning your entire upper
very small amount. Then return to facing forward.
body to the left. Repeat this a few times. Make the
Repeat this a few times slowly and gently, pausing better
movement smooth and continuous. Let your hands slide
each repetition. Make a mental note of exactly how far to
on your thighs as you turn from side to side. Relax your
the right you can see, without and strain. Stop for a
legs as much as possible. Stop for a moment.
moment.
11. Keep your head and eyes still, facing forward, and
3. Focus your eyes on an object or spot straight ahead.
continue turning the rest of your upper body to the right
Keep your eyes still, looking straight ahead, while slowly
a little and then to the left a little. Repeat this a few times.
turning your head and upper body to the right. Then
Relax your face, neck, and shoulders. Keep your feet flat
return to facing forward. Repeat this a few times, seeing
on the floor. Breathe freely. Stop for a moment.
where you can reduce the effort in your neck, shoulders,
chest, and legs. Do not stretch or stain. Notice you’re
12. Turn your entire upper body to the right and then to the
your upper body does not turn as far to the right because
left. As you turn to the right notice, that your left
your eyes are not moving. Stop for a moment.
shoulder moves forward and your right shoulder moves
back. As you turn to the left, notice that your right
4. Once again, slowly turn your entire upper body to the
shoulder moves forward and your left shoulder moves
right, including your eyes. Turn gently and easily. Can you
back. Feel how much more easily you can turn. Stop for a
see a little farther to the right? Stop for a moment.
moment.
5. Keep your head and eyes facing forward and slowly turn
your shoulders and upper body to the right. Exhale as
you turn. Repeat this a few times. Relax your jaw, neck,
chest, and shoulders. Notice that your right shoulder is
moving back and your left shoulder is moving forward.
Stop for a moment.

13. Alternately, turn your upper body and pelvis to the right,
while turning your head and eyes to the left–and slowly
turn your upper body and pelvis to the left, while turning
your head and eyes to the right. Repeat this a few times.
Go slowly so the movement is smooth and easy. Do not
stretch or strain. Relax your jaw, neck, shoulders, and legs
as much as you can. Breathe freely. Stop for a moment.

6. Again, slowly turn your entire upper body to the right,
including your head and eyes. Then return to the starting 14. Now move your left knee forward while turning your
position. Is it becoming easier and more comfortable to
entire upper body to the right as far as you can, without
turn to the right than before? Stop and rest. Feel the
any strain. Then move your right knee forward while
difference between your left and right shoulder. Feel how
turning your entire upper body to the left as far as you
your left side is relaxing.
can, without any strain. Notice how easily you are turning
and how much farther to the right and left you can see.
7. Keep your foot still and flat on the floor, but moving
your left knee forward very slightly. This is a very small
movement. Repeat this a few times. Relax your left leg
and foot as much as possible. Notice that your lower

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 13)
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s we think about the future of
the choral profession at this
critical moment of change, one
thing that MassACDA is hoping to
work on is advocating for, and mentoring, our student members. One
important step in that direction was the
Collegiate Virtual Workshop that we
held in February 2021. The Workshop
included a session on “Strategies for
Novice Teachers,” consisting of a panel
of Massachusetts choral educators of various experience
levels, and a session on “Graduate School Preparation” with a
panel of grad program faculty from Yale, University of
Michigan, University of Miami, and UMass Amherst.
As we continue our work in this area, there are two important
opportunities that will be central. One is increasing our
student membership across the state, and the other is
increasing the number of student chapters at schools
throughout Massachusetts. Whether you are a student, a
teacher, or someone who knows students or teachers, you
can help in these efforts!
Student Membership in ACDA
Student membership carries with it many benefits, even
above and beyond regular member benefits. These include:
·
·
·
·
·

October 2021

ACDA Student Chapters
Another wonderful experience for student members is to be
part of an active collegiate student chapter. Student chapters
exist in many different forms at schools across the country (at
the middle, high, and collegiate levels), but the one unifying
feature is that they provide an opportunity for students
interested in the choral field to work with and learn from
each other, with the guidance of a faculty advisor. The
activities and focus of any institution’s chapter are limited
only by the imagination of the members!
Possibilities include:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Informal “forums” bringing students and faculty or guest
clinicians together
Establishment of a choral scholarship fund
Student conductor concerts
Incentives to attend state, regional, and national ACDA
conventions as a group
Provide assistance to choral directors in the area and visit
rehearsals
Host social events
Assist director in recruitment, choral events, and
planning choir tours
Organize small ensembles to perform for community/
campus groups

ACDA student chapters are a great way to increase the
vibrancy and commitment of a choral program. In addition,
Publication opportunities in the “Student Times” section every two years ACDA gives an award to an Outstanding
of the Choral Journal
Student Chapter, judged by three criteria:
Student scholarships for attending regional and national
conferences
· Level of impact on the professional development of its
chapter members
Eligibility for conducting masterclasses and composition
competitions at the regional and national level
· Level of impact on the local/state/regional choral
community in which the chapter resides
Eligibility for the ACDA Mentoring Program
· Innovative and engaging offerings presented by the
Access to job openings in the field through the ACDA
chapter
Career Center

For students curious about ACDA membership, there is no
better time than now to join. Through the end of 2021,
MassACDA is subsidizing new student memberships so that
the cost for students is just $5 for a year - that’s a 96%
discount when compared to a standard membership! For
more details, head to acda.org/membershipcentral.

A student chapter can be initiated by the faculty advisor or by
student members, but in order to be recognized by the
ACDA, both must be represented in an application and an
organizational constitution, submitted to ACDA’s national
chair for Youth and Student Activities.
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 13)
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What can I do?

Great question! If you are a student, talk to your choir
director about your ACDA membership and starting a
Student Chapter. If you’re a teacher, talk to your singers
about ACDA membership and Student Chapters. If you
know teachers or students, encourage them to do those
And now is a great time to start a student chapter MassACDA is sponsoring a New Collegiate Chapter Initiative things! Your state leadership is also here and ready to help don’t hesitate to reach out, if you have any questions at any
program for the 2021-22 academic year:
point.
1. When a faculty advisor helps to start a new chapter, and
Collegiate R&R Chair: Jonathan Harvey,
there are two student members, that faculty advisor’s
jharvey8@fitchburgstate.edu
annual ACDA membership fee is FREE!
For more information, including the application form and a
sample constitution, head to acda.org/resources-for-studentmembers/student-chapters.

2. When a new student chapter is started, or an inactive
student chapter re-activates, (as indicated above)
MassACDA will give a grant of $200 towards the
chapter’s budget!

Student Activities Chair: Jonathan Richter,
jonathan_richter@uml.edu

MassACDA has 40 scholarships ($10 each)
that will allow students to join ACDA for $5 through December 31

REGISTER TODAY!
To apply for the student scholarships, teachers can register their applicants here:
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1LFkW7_xKhA4mBC5sNepcc1KnSUPY8oBEUv1o3PubpRw/edit

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 11)

15. And now rest. Observe how you are sitting. Are you
sitting more comfortably? Is your weight more evenly
balanced on your pelvis? Do you feel a slight arch in your
lower back? Do you feel taller? What changes do you
notice? Do you feel more connected to yourself? Do you
feel you are more open to observe and interact with
others? Continue to observe any change in yourself
throughout the rest of the day. (End of lesson.)
Congratulations on completing this ATM lesson and practicing somatic self-care! Please feel free to let me know about
your experience or if you have any questions by contacting
me at spaparo@umass.edu. You can do the lesson again as
often as you would like in order to continue to enjoy the
benefits. In the next newsletter, I’ll share how I integrate this
approach in the choral rehearsal and give you some things to
try with your singers.

In the meantime, if you would like to learn more about
Feldenkrais for singers, I have two published research studies:

“Singing with awareness: A phenomenology of singers’
experience with the Feldenkrais Method” in Research Studies
in Music Education
(https://doi.org/10.1177/1321103X211020642)
“Embodying singing in the choral classroom: A somatic
approach to teaching and learning” in the International
Journal of Music Education
(https://doi.org/10.1177/0255761415569366).
Thank you for reading and happy singing!
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I

never expected that at the start of
2. How will you build community?
my 8th year as a High School Choral
Our students long for the in-person, community
Director, that I would be feeling like
experience the choral classroom provides. Nurture
a 1st year teacher again trying to create
your classroom community. Provide ample opporcommunity, reimagine music making
tunity for student leadership and teambuilding. With
and plan rigorous curriculum. But of
virtual learning and increased distance between
course, none of us could have predicted
singers, I found this to be challenging during the
all that the 2020-2021 school year would
pandemic, but it is possible! Let your students leaders
require us to do. When I reflect back on
plan and run some team-building activities as well.
this past year, I immediately think about how challenging and
overwhelming it was at first as both an individual and music 3. How will you advocate for your program and
teacher. However, I also remind myself of all that came from
students?
such a challenging time. I think of all I learned about my
Use colleagues and parents to help you! If you have
students and how proud I am of their strength, creativity, and
not done so already, I recommend creating an
willingness to engage in both virtual music making, socially
Advocacy folder with resources, presentations, and
distanced singing, and in-person performances at the end of
student work. This way you will be prepared to
the school year.
advocate for your program on short notice.
While the 2020-2021 school year presented enormous
4. How will you ensure that all voices are being valued
difficulties for choral teachers, it also provided choral
and heard in your classroom?
conductors with the opportunity to redefine priorities and
Find repertoire and lessons which relate to your
reimagine teaching. As we move forward to the next school
students and modern times. Our students are hungry
year, we all have questions we can ask ourselves as teachers,
to learn, discuss, and take action in matters such as
singers, conductors, and individuals. How will you incorporacial equity, gender equity & LGBTQIA+ rights.
rate successful and meaningful activities, discussions,
With your support and guidance, students of other
and lessons learned from this past school year into your
cultures may be eager to share an aspect of their
teaching? How will you balance these with your “old way”
culture with your choir. Survey your students each
of doing things? What will you choose to prioritize this
year asking which social justice topics they would like
year? What will work-life balance look like?
to explore and which languages are spoken in your
choir. Use this information to assist you when
Below is a list of questions to guide thinking as we begin our
selecting repertoire and planning lessons.
2021-2022 school year.
1. How will you create a safe learning environment for
your singers?
As teachers, we know that we need to always
consistently demonstrate love and care for students.
However, when life gets busy, sometimes this can be
easy to forget. The challenges of this past year
reminded me just how much I care for my students.
Be sure to continue to show love and care during
rehearsals, conversations, lessons and everyday
encounters. Your program will be more successful,
your students will feel nurtured, welcomed, and
respected in your choral classroom. Above all,
singing should always bring joy. Without a loving
environment promoted by the conductor, true
artistry and music making will never occur.

5. How can you ensure you are teaching Creating,
Performing, and Responding (CPR) in the choral
classroom? What types of learning experiences can
you create for your students?
Creating - Provide lots of creative learning experiences! A wise professor once told my class that the
typical choral rehearsal is not really a “creative”
experience, in-fact, we are “re-creating” a composer's
vision from the score. In the past school year, I
placed a heavier emphasis on improvisation than
ever before. The lessons worked well as a mixture of
individual and ensemble learning. We also explored
sound recording and audio production where
students created their own loop compositions and
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 15)
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7. How will I balance both my professional and
personal responsibilities? How will I prioritize
multi-track vocal recordings. Afterwards they
myself?
explored effects to refine their compositions. I used
We of course had to place more emphasis on our
the Developing Musicianship through Improvisation (Azzara
professional lives to keep music education afloat
& Grunow, GIA) and Sountrap, an online DAW.
during the pandemic. As we move forward into the
These are both excellent tools which I will continue
next school year, be sure to make space for yourself,
to use in my teaching each year.
both in your personal life and as a musician. Make
music with colleagues outside of work, sing in a
6. How are we supporting all students through their
choir, take piano or voice lessons. Any combination
personal growth and development as young people?
of those will make you a better teacher. And finally,
Set high expectations which are reasonable. We must
make space for yourself and your family. Find what
understand now more than ever, each of our
helps you unwind and destress (reading, exercise, the
students is on their own path and overcoming their
outdoors, yoga, etc). Make “me time” a priority, you
own challenges. As educators we must provide
deserve it!
reasonable accommodations when needed for our
students. During the pandemic, more than ever, I
My hope is that the questions listed above will serve as a
worked with many students individually to accomguide for reflection as we consider what to take from the new
modate their needs through reduced workloads and experiences and challenges we encountered during the 2020extended deadlines. Don’t be afraid to do this when 2021 school year. Given the significant effort and learning
the occasion warrants it! It can often be difficult to
that occurred this year, conductors should not “brush away”
find the correct balance between teaching accounta- these lessons and go back to the “old way” of doing things.
bility and modifying expectations for a struggling
Our students' lives and the world we live in have changed.
student. Work with your school's support staff
We must acknowledge this and adapt our practices to modern
(counselors, psychologists, special education teachtimes. Through this we will all become better musicians and
ers) to support your students who require additional members of our school communities and society.
support. Remember that in order for our programs
to be successful, we must constantly show love and
care for our students and set high expectations.

MassACDA Upcoming Events:
FEBRUARY 9-12, 2022
ACDA Eastern Regional Conference

MARCH TBA, 2022
MassACDA Big Sings Conference

Boston, MA
For more details and registration, go to acdaeast.org.

For more details and registration, go to acda.org.

FEBRUARY 26, 2022
MassACDA Collegiate Conference
For more details and registration, go to massacda.org.

JULY 10-13, 2022
MassACDA Summer Conference
Smith College, Northampton, MA
Dr. André Thomas and Dr. Judy Bowers
For more details, see this and massacda.org.
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